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Motor Sergeants,
take a walk through
the motor pool…
…and ask an operator
these questions…

What does

PMCS stand
for?

Where do
you find a
vehicle’s PMCS
checklist?

What is the
first check in
your vehicle’s
PMCs?

What is the

DA form 2028
in the back
of the -10 TM
used for?

oh, man, I should know the answer to this! I gotta go find out!

OK ... now
that you’ve
asked the
questions, how
many correct
answers did
you get?

PS 793

Maintenance
techs, you drive
the train when it
comes to PMCS in
the motor pool.
it’s time to ask
these questions.
You might be
surprised by the
answers.
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Transportation…

My CIV
isn’t gOnNa
clear the
roof.

RailwayBound in
oconUs?
Rotate
That
Turret!
Transporting
big equipment is a
big job, but it can
also be costly
when it’s not done
right.

Recently 10
Bradleys were
damaged in rail
transit during an
OCONUS training
mission.

OCONUS rail stations may
have lower roof clearance

what
happened?

This is
gonna
hurt!

The Bradleys failed to clear
the roof of an international
rail station. They were badly
damaged. Some Commander’s
Independent Viewers (CIVs) were
knocked clean off!

CIV knocked off
because Bradley
turret wasn’t
rotated

The Bradleys
were secured on
railcars with their
turrets facing
forward, which is

wrong.
The turrets need
to be rotated 1010
mils for proper
clearance on rail
transportation in
OCONUS.

Note:

Rotating the turret is not required in CONUS
because rail clearance profiles are higher.

The 21st Theater Sustainment Command’s
Distribution Management Center gives
specific guidance in their transportation
integration handbook, Securing of Military
Tracked and Wheeled Vehicles on Railway
Wagons in International Traffic (Jan 06).

Much prefer
cruisin’ up here to
being knOCKEd ofF!

The publication is available on AKO
with CAC access. Visit:

https://www.ako1.us.army.mil/
After you’ve signed in with your CAC, press
the Files icon in the upper right corner of
the page.
Under the “Access Files by ID” heading,
type 50061708 and press the Download
button.
For Bradley drawings giving critical
dimensions, download file 50061712 in AKO
following the instructions above.

M109A6 Paladin, M992A2 Ammo Carrier…

Put a
Clamp on
Dirty Air

What’s

I think {KOfF}

I’m
ff ko ff ko ff ko ff ko ff ko ffupYoU?
ffdirty
kWith
ko fair.
kobreathing
fin ko ff ko
o ff ko ff {koFf}

C rewmen, something as small as a clamp could cause big problems for your Paladin or

ammo carrier engine.
The engine’s air duct hose, NSN 4720-00-999-8589, is attached to the air cleaner duct
by a clamp, NSN 4730-00-908-6294.
Vibration can cause the clamp to loosen.
If that happens, dirty, unfiltered air is pulled
in past the clamp and the engine is damaged.
Priced a new engine for a Paladin or ammo
Hose
Clamp
carrier lately? Talk about sticker shock!
Avoid costly engine damage by checking
the clamp before each operation. Make sure
it’s tight. Then check the hose for cuts, tears or
other damage. Tell your mechanic right away if
Check clamp and hose before operation
you find any problems.

PS 793
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M109A6 Paladin…

What’s the
matter with
you?

You know I
get creaky when
my idler arms
haven’t been
lubed in a while!

There are two
lube points
for each
idler arm and
housing.

crewmen, your Paladin’s idler arm
and housing can take a beating
during missions. That’s why you need
to show it some TLC during semiannual checks and services.

The first lube point is
behind the idler wheel
on top of the
idler arm. it’s easy
to overlook this
one since it’s often
covered in dust and
mud. Be sure to clean
it off before lubing
so you don’t force in
any dirt.
The second lube point
is in a recessed area
inside the mechanical
drive housing, NSN
3040-00-179-5562.
Because the lube point
sits back out of sight,
it’s often forgotten.

Neglect the lube
and the arm can
lock up or even
shear off during
operation.

First lube point is behind idler
wheel on top of idler arm

Second lube point is in recessed area in mechanical drive housing

Remove the pipe
plug and replace it
with a grease fitting,
NSN 4730-00-0504208, to lube this
area
Hit both lube points
semiannually with
GAa to prevent
problems.

PS 793
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M2/M3-Series
Bradleys…
I think it’s
time to test
the AFES
bottles. but
I’m not sure!

hold on there.
You need to be
sure so you don’t
test bottles that
don’t need it.

ahh, just go
ahead. what’s
the big deal?

M

echanics, listen up! There’s some confusion about how often the bottles for the
Bradley’s automatic fire extinguisher system (AFES) should undergo hydrostatic testing.
The right answer is 12 years for bottles that are being
recharged. But, that doesn’t apply to fully-charged
bottles, even if they’ve gone more than 12 years since
the last hydrostatic test.
That means do not remove fully-charged AFES
bottles for a hydrostatic test, even if it’s been more than
12 years since the last test.
Only test discharged bottles that’ve gone past the 12year mark since the last hydrostatic test. The bottles need
to be recharged after a fire, accidental release or leak. Do
not discharge an extinguisher just to perform the test.
Your TACOM logistic assistance representative
(LAR) can answer questions and help with testing.
Check out TACOM Maintenance Information
Message 18-017 for more information:
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/
message.cfm?id=MI18-017.html
Don’t test fully-charged bottles, even if past 12-year test interval

PS 793
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M88-Series Recovery Vehicles…

Time for a
little track
pM, buDdY!

that’ll
keep me
ready
for anY
misSion!

Dear Editor,
Track trouble can sideline your M88-series recovery vehicle when it should be
out doing its job! That’s why track PM is so important.
Check for missing or loose end
connectors and center guides during
operations. If they’re loose, tighten
them. Then inspect and torque them
properly when the mission’s done.
The center guide self-locking nuts
require 375 lb-ft of torque when a
track assembly is assembled from
eight-block sections. The torque for
the center guide on each side of the
connection point is also 375 lb-ft.

Check for loose or missing end connectors
After the center guide and end
connector hardware have been
tightened, recheck the torque after
30 to 50 miles of operation.

Set torque for center guide’s
self-locking nuts at 375 lb-ft

						

			
			

CW2 Doug Byner
Ft Carson, CO

Editor’s note: Be sure to follow all
the PMCS procedures in TM 9-2350256-10 for the A1 and TM 9-2350-29210 for the A2 and you won’t have any
trouble keeping your vehicle on track!

PS 793
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Stryker…

Looks like
we’re ready for
our mission.

Better look
again. aLl that
lOose stuff can
put us at risk!

Crewmen, the
inside of your
Stryker can get
crowded during
missions.

Sometimes you
wonder where all
that equipment
and gear is
supposed to go!

No matter how tight space is,
place items like MREs,
ammo boxes, tow bars, etc.,
underneath your Stryker’s energy
attenuating (EA) troop seats,
NSN 2540-01-588-8533.

never

That can keep the seats from
protecting you and your fellow
Soldiers during a blast.
Not to mention those loose items can
become dangerous projectiles!

Improperly stored equipment and gear can
damage energy attenuating (EA) troop seats
The foot rest rails,

NSN 2540-01-588-8869,
can also be damaged
by items placed
underneath the
troop seats.
Replacing a foot rest
rail will set your unit
back more than $400.

PS 793

Also, when removing the
EA seats after a mission to
clean the troop compartment,
be sure to keep track of the
mounting hardware. Be careful
handling and storing the
seats after removal so they
aren’t damaged.

So be sure to
store personal
gear and
BII/COEI items

Each one costs about $5,600.

safe!

7

properly
so those

EA troop seats
can keep you
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Stryker…

I just can’t
figure out why
Your BatTeries
aren’t ChaRgiNG.

could be a little
something you haven’t
even thought of.

Like Maybe the w4
cable in my TroOp
comPartment?

Mechanics, figuring out why a Stryker’s batteries aren’t charging can be tricky and time
consuming. But you might save yourself some trouble by making the W4 cable inside
the troop compartment one of your first checks.
The W4 cable that screws into the side of the battery box sits right under the squad
leader’s seat. The heel of a Soldier’s boot can easily hit the W4 cable by accident and
either damage it or slowly unscrew it.
Voltage regulator cable
under squad leaders seat…

…is easy to hit
with heel of boot

A damaged or loosened cable won’t allow the vehicle’s batteries to charge. So a quick
check of the W4 cable might just get those batteries recharging in a hurry.

PS 793
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AVLB…
Let’s get your
bridge across
that water!
Hope my
hinges are
good!

Crewmen, the last thing you need
is failed hinges on your AVLB
during a crossing.

inspectors completed
site visits and found
some AVLB hinges
that weren’t made
properly.
These non-compliant
hinges can’t handle
the weight of the
vehicles, so it’s
important you

inspect
the four
data plates
on each of
your AVLB s
and note
the serial
numbers.

if that happens, the bridge
could collapse and someone
may be hurt or even killed!

BRIDGE SECTION STRUCTURE, MALE
NSN

5420-01-420-1684

CAGE CODE
SERIAL NO.

5033

WEIGHT

6000

LB.

CUBE

576

CU. FT.

MFR DATE

OVHL DATE

5 28 15

don’t use them!
Product manager Bridging has issued
memorandums for record (MFRs)
identifying bridges with compliant and
non-compliant hinges by serial number.

PS 793

The AVLB serial
numbers are
found on a data
plate on the four
quadrants.

If any of your bridges have confirmed
non-compliant hinges,
they are NMC.
9

Check with your
maintenance
section for
the MFRs and
serial numbers.
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Corrosion…

January (PS 782-14-15)
Down-and-dirty tips for keeping your
equipment clean and corrosion-free.

st bbuusterS
R uTip
Month

Corrosion…

Corrosion…
That about
does it. All
the mud and
grime from
our mission is
washed away!

Corrosion…

of
the

st bbuusterS
RuTip
Month
of
the

I Thought I’d find
some dirt under here.
Corrosion doesn’t stand
a chance in this unit!

aHA!

Rust bbuusterS
Tip Month

you’ve scrubbed your vehicle from bumper to
bumper. Every nook and cranny is free of dirt,
moisture and anything that can give corrosion
a foothold. All done, right?

of
the

The Army
estimates that
25 percent of
all maintenance
costs are

corrosion
related.

This article
wraps up a
year’s worth
of Rust Buster
stories that hit
the high points
on combatting
corrosion.
in case you’re
just tuning in,
click on the links
to see what you
missed!

That means
operators, crew and
maintainers need to
go beyond good PM
and the PMCS tables
to keep their vehicles

mission-ready.

Here are
some more
great tips to
stop corrosion
from taking over
your vehicle.

Simple
efforts can
produce
amazing
results
in slowing
corrosion.

Water Access

• Stop rain water from entering vehicles
and equipment by closing doors and
hatches.
• Keep moisture out of commo
equipment, engine and transmission
housings, and other types of closed
components. The best way to prevent
water damage is with a tarp or parking
under cover whenever possible.

Keep your vehicle as dry and clean as possible.
Close the hatches, windows and other points of entry
when the vehicle’s not in use. That keeps out dust and
moisture that can lead to corrosion and mold growth.
Standing water allows mosquitoes and other
insects to breed. So any time you find standing
water in your vehicle, find the point of entry and
get it fixed right away. That means ordering
missing parts, like seals, immediately.

Here are a few down-and-dirty tips you can follow to help ensure your
equipment remains in good working order. They’re quick, easy and won’t
cost your unit much, but can save mega-dollars in the long run.

Ahh! That looks
like a lovely place
to take a dip!

• Cleaning. Any type of

contaminant combined
with moisture can lead
to corrosion. So when
you return from the
field, rinse off any dirt,
mud, and salt ASAP.
If deployed, you might
not have the time or a
place to properly wash
your vehicle. So at a
minimum, make sure
you give it a thorough
cleaning within five days
after you return.

There are a few
more steps you
can take to Keep
corrosion away from
your vehicle!

There. All
done. No
corrosion’s
gonna get
my truck!

You bet!
Corrosion
doesn’t
stand a
chance
against a
thorough
cleaning!

PS 783

You still need to
do a few things
to prevent future
corrosion:

use tarps
to keEp oUt
moisture.

if you find water, take the time to soak it up with rags
or use pressurized air to dry it up. it doesn’t take
long for corrosion to gain a foothold, so keep your
vehicle tarped whenever it’s not in use.

Good cleaning includes underside of vehicle

Well,
not
quite.

• Check drain holes regularly. Keep them
clear of dirt and debris so water drains
properly.
• Invert or tilt buckets on construction
equipment to prevent water buildup.
The same goes for dump truck beds.

if these techniques fail, be sure to remove standing water from crew areas
and closed compartments. Use towels, forced air, or a vacuum or pump.

11
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February (PS 783-11-13)
Choose a cleaner that’s up to the job.
This handy chart lists cleaners for everything from degreasing to heavy soil.

March (PS 784-11)
corrosion is the direct result of moisture from
rain, condensation, and wet boots. This article
tells how to keep all that water under control.

April
(PS 78512-13)

st bbuusterS
R uTip
Month

Corrosion…

Corrosion…

of
the

Regular vehicle and equipment
inspections reveal corrosion
before it gets bad.

Corrosion
in any
form is

bad news.

How bad is it?
Understand
the stages of
corrosion with
this article.

heyYy…I’m A
biG guY! How’re
y’gonNa find everY
littLe corrosion
spot on mE?

You should perform corrosion
inspections more often, depending
on the OPTEMPO, severity of the
environment and the importance
of the vehicle or equipment.

but you
can do
something
to slow
down the
damage
once it
starts.

if you find corrosion in
here’s
its early stages, you can
how
prevent major damage tell to
what
and costly repairs by
stage
fixing the problem now. it’s
in…

Stages of Corrosion
Stage
1:

Painted area is raised
or bubbled by corrosion
underneath. Surface is
lightly corroded, but no
scale is present. Base
metal is sound.

Similar to Stage 1, but with
more adherent corrosion

Stage products and some scaling.
Base metal may show etching
2:
or light pitting, but
remains sound.

You can’t stop
corrosion unless
you find it early.
And you can’t find
it early unless
you look for it.

Stage
3:

PS 785

Metal has uniformly
corroded or pitted until
the area is unsound or
completely gone. Heavy
corrosion products or
rust scaling is present.

Stage
4:

12

Corrosion has thinned or
pitted the entire part.
Metal has holes throughout
or most of its supporting
edges have corroded
completely away.

The best way to
find corrosion is to
perform a systematic
inspection. To do this,
think of a vehicle
divided into sections.

Use a
flashlight
to look for
corrosion!

Pay special
attention to the
driver’s side. it’s
more likely to rust
because it’s exposed
to splashing water
and slush from
oncoming traffic.

APR 18

May (PS 786-14-16)
Finding corrosion requires a systematic inspection.
This article breaks it down with easy lists.

PS 793
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June (PS 787-12-13)
Reporting corrosion sounds like a chore, but this article
explains why it’s important and how to do it right.
Corrosion…

st bbuusterS
RuTip
Month

Corrosion…

You may have heard about the
2016 TACOM survey that found
much of the Army’s M872series trailer fleet NMC.

you guys
are RocK
staRs!

Bare metal
corrodes fast,
resulting in
costly repairs
and reduced
readiness.

about
the rest
of the
flEet?

yOu,
BetchA!

every two
years to verify
serviceability.

Bare metal spots...
ugly rust patches...
flaking paint.

Condition Codes

WArmy
hen it comes to corrosion,
vehiCles reaLly NeEd
rOck Star aTtentiON.

Good work!

But
you’re not done
‘til you report it.

Your corrosion
reports close the
loop by helping
engineers design
better corrosionresistant systems.
Proper reporting
also plays a big role
in future maintenance
budgets.

PS 787

Delaminated coating due
to corrosion undercutting
(grey region)

if your unit has
any of these
Condition Code B
trailers, they
now need to
be inspected

The remaining 23
percent were assessed
as serviceable with
qualifications. That’s
Condition Code B.

and we need special
rock star attention to
combat corrosion!

you inspect
regularly and find
corrosion early
enough to stop it.

Initial coating damage
(brown spots)

A full 77 percent of the M872 base, A1, A2 and A3 models were deemed
unserviceable due to severe corrosion, physical damage, or defects.

what

so,
somEBOdY
actualLy
reads
these
things?

Corrosion…

if you haven’t
heard about it,
listen up now!

hey,
thanks
man!

Army
vehicles
toTally
RoCk!

AND TheY pLAy a
big role in settiNg
Maintenance
BUDGets!

st bbuusterS
RuTip
Month
of
the

of
the

Your reports
help engineers
design better
coRrosionresisTaNt
Systems.

a useless waste
of time?

Corrosion…

st bbuusterS
R uTip
Month

of
the

think those

DA 2404s are

To report
corrosion:
use DA Form 2404,
Equipment Inspection and
Maintenance Worksheet.
The online version is
DA Form 5988-E,
available in the
Global Combat Support
System-Army (GCSs-A).
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Every Army vehicle has
design features that are
more likely than others to
develop corrosion, such as
areas that trap moisture,
or spots prone to abrasion.
Thoroughly inspect these
areas to keep them clean,
protected and rust free.

Small spots of
bare or rusty
metal need
field-level
attention
to prevent a
larger and
more costly
corrosion
problem.

won’t be
long before
I join you!

End of the line
for me, buddy!

Think of all the NoOks and
CraNnies on vehiclEs. They
neEd special attention during
CORrosion inspectioNs.

these are the telltale signs of potential
corrosion problems that call for proper
surface preparation and spot painting.

But the success of spot
painting depends on

surface preparation,
which hinges on
two critical prep steps:
1) cleaning and
2) roughening.

Fortunately,
these trouble
spots can
generally be
cured with

spot painting.

PS 789
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July (PS 788-10-12)
Here’s a handy list of all the nooks and
crannies that require special attention
when checking for corrosion.

August (PS 789-12-13)
The Army’s fleet of M872-series trailers has serious corrosion
problems. if your unit has any M872-series trailers, this article
is definitely for you. Make copies for your unit!

September (PS 790-11-13)
Tackling corrosion starts with proper surface preparation.
Learn how with the clear directions in this article.

October (PS 791-10-14)
The best cure for corrosion is spot
painting, but it can be tricky if it’s not done
right. Read this article before you start.
Corrosion…
Corrosion…

no idea, dude.
I’m Still looking
for supplies.

Am I supposed
to prep or paint
under here?

st bbuusterS
R uTip
Month
of
the

But none of
that matters

PS Magazine
talks a lot
about corrosion,
how to find it
and what to do
about it.

Hey, I
brought
someone who
can help.

A scratch here, a chip
there and soon…

Meet
Spot, the
Corrosion
Canine!

https://liw.logsa.army.mil/
etmapp/#/etm

Most shops and motor
pools already stock
some of these items.

Winter is
a good
time to do
a quick
inventory!

…the Chemical Agent Resistant Coating

(CARC) paint on your vehicle is damaged.
But repairing
this damage
with a little

Check
supplies on
hand and
inspect shop
tool kits.

if not, your
commander
can authorize
purchases.

spot paint
will stop the
corrosion
and prevent a
more costly
problem.

From
that
damage,
a spot
of rust
appears,
and now
corrosion
has a

it’ll also
keep you safer
by restoring
the vehicle’s
camouflage.

foothold.

PS 791

if you don’t
have the right
tools and
equipment.
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And if a year’s worth
of PS Magazine articles
isn’t enough, here’s where
you can find more info on
combatting corrosion:
TB 43-0213, Corrosion
Prevention and Control
(CPAC) for Army Wheeled
Vehicles
(Sep 12), available on
LOGSA’s ETM website:

NOV 18

November (PS 792-10-11)
This roundup of all the tools and
equipment you need on hand to combat
corrosion serves as a helpful reference.

still have
questions?
co nt ac t
TA Co
Co rr os io M
Pr ev en ti on n
an d
Co nt ro l
(C PC ) :
usarmy.detroit.
tacom.mbx.ilsccorrosion
@mail.mil

Good thing the motor pool
drilled holes in my headlight rings
so this snow melt can drip out.
Works for
you, but not
for me!

Dear Half-Mast,
My final inspector always complains that no water drain holes are drilled in
the headlight rings of the FMTV-series vehicles that we service. He says it
helps prevent corrosion.
I found an old PS Magazine article from 1996 showing how to drill holes in
the headlight rings of HMMWVs to prevent corrosion, but it didn’t say to do
this in any other vehicles.
Are we supposed to be drilling holes in FMTV headlight rings just like in
HMMWVs? Is that still the practice for HMMWVs?
								

Mr. J.H.

Wow, you really
did your research
to find an article
from 1996!
no holes should
be drilled in FMTV
headlight retaining
rings. they don’t
have the same water
retention issues as
HMMWVs.
but, it is still
acceptable to drill
a hole in HMMWV
headlight retaining
rings to allow water
drainage and prevent
corrosion.

12

Drill 9/16” hole in HMMWV
headlight rings but not FMTV
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M967A1 & M969A1/A2 Fuel Tankers…

Readers
often ask PS
Magazine for
correct NSNs.
We’re glad to
help!

a few years ago,
PS published an
incorrect NSN
for our tanker
tire and wheel
assemblies.

To order a replacement tire and
wheel assembly for the M967A1 and
M969A1/A2 fuel tanker, use
NSN 2530-01-506-4125.

Item

That brings a new 22.5-in tubeless
tire with a one-piece wheel (which is
also the same tire used on the new
production M967A2 and the M969A3).

Here’s what you get:

Now, this
next point
is really
confusing,
so brace
yourself!

Wheel, 22.5-in,
tubeless,
stud-piloted
Tire, 11.00 x 22.5-in,
load-range G
Valve stem
Valve extension, 5-in

We corrected
it right away,
but we’re
still getting
questions, so
let’s try this
one more time…

NSN
2530-01-510-6121
2610-01-045-3688
2640-00-555-2824
2640-00-338-2705

the inner and outer lug nuts used in the
22.5-in assembly are the same ones used in
the 20-in split-rim assembly.
But do not mix 20-in and 22.5-in assemblies
on the same trailer. That causes them to
wear out quicker than they should.
Replace all of the trailer’s tire and
wheel assemblies at the same time to
prevent improper wear. That’s a total of
nine assemblies, including the spare!

PS 793
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PLS, HEMTT…

MEL Changes
Changes
MEL
W ho Ooho Oo O!
who’s got a
pen!? I need
to write this
down before
I forget!

TACOM has issued
new maintenance
expenditure limits
(MELs) for PLS,
PLS trailers and
HEMTT vehicles.

Use these
new MEL
tables until
TB 43-000281 (Sep 16) is
updated.

PLS Trailer
Model

MEL %

M1076A1 trailer
(PLSTA1)
M1076 trailer (PLST)

90
90

PLS with or without Container
Handling Unit (CHU)

(Note: M1074A1 and M1075A1 w/armor, use same
MEL as M1074A1 and M1075A1 trucks w/o armor)

Model

MEL %

M1075A1 w/E-CHU
M1074A1
M1075A1
M1074 (built after 2006)
M1075 (built after 2006)
M1074 (built prior to 2006)
M1075 (built prior to 2006)
M1075 w/E-CHU (built prior to 2006)
M1075 w/E-CHU (built after 2006)
M1074P1 w/armor (built after 2006)
M1075P1 w/armor (built after 2006)
M1074P1 w/armor (built prior to 2006)
M1075P1 w/armor (built prior to 2006)

90
90
90
50
50
0
0
70
80
25
25
25
25

HEMTT with or without CHU

(Note: A4 trucks w/armor, use same MEL as HEMTT A4 trucks w/o armor)

Model

MEL %

M977A4, M978A4, M983A4, M983A4 LET, M984A4, M985A4, M985A4GMT,
M1120A4, M1977A4, M1120A4 w/ E-CHU
M1142, M1158
M1977, M1977P1, M1977A2P1, M1977A2R1P1, M1977A2, M1977A2R1
M977A2, M977A2R1
M978A2, M978A2R1
M983A2, M983A2R1, M983A2LET
M984A2, M984A2R1
M985E1A2R1, M985E1A0, M985E1A2
M1120A2, M1120A2R1, M1120A2 w/E-CHU
M977P1, M977A2P1, M977A2R1P1, M978P1, M978A2P1, M978A2R1P1, M983P1,
M983A2P1, M983A2R1P1, M984A1P1, M984A2P1, M984A2R1P1,M985E1A2R1,
M985E1P1, M985E1A2P1, M985E1A2R1P1, M985P1,M985A2P1, M985A2R1P1,
M1120P1, M1120A2P1, M1120A2R1P1
M977, M978, M983, M984, M984A1, M985, M985A2, M1120

90
80
80
0
50
50
50
50
75
0
0

For more
details, check
out TACOM
Maintenance
information
message
18-010…

https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/message.cfm?id=M I18-010.html

PLS Team Mailbox
Have a maintenance question about the palletized loading system (PLS)? Write the
PLS team at: usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-pls2@mail.mil

HEMTT Boom Control Valve
If you’ve tried to order the replacement HEMTT A2 boom control valve, NSN 4810-01210-8868, shown as Item 1 in Fig 424 of TM 9-2320-325-14&P in IETM EM 0289 (May
09), it’s a terminal item in FED LOG. Some units have resorted to ordering the whole
assembly, but that’s expensive. Instead, use a HEMTT A4 boom control valve, NSN
4810-01-643-9029. It will also work on the A2.

PS 793
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stay on
target
with these
ITAS tips!

r,
Dear Edito
oved
These Impr
ition
is
qu
Ac
et
Targ
)
AS
(IT
em
Syst
ITAS
tips will help
et:
stay on targ

• Don’t forget the battery charger. PS has pointed
out repeatedly the importance of charging the lithium
battery boxes (LBB) every month. If they sit for
months without being charged, LBBs develop imbalanced
battery cells. It takes longer and longer (sometimes
days) to charge them and eventually they can’t be
charged at all. Then you have to pay more than $30K
for a new LBB.

The easiest way to track
charging is to put a sticker on
each LBB showing when the next
charge is due.
This sticker
makes it easier
for me to stay
on a charging
schedule.

PS 793

When you deploy, remember to take
the charger. It won’t do you much
good sitting in the motor pool. Without
it, you end up with dead batteries.
ready
To gO
to the
field?

16

I will be — as soOn as YoU
pack my charger. I never
go to the field without it.
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• Don’t pick up the traversing unit (TU) by the hand grips. That can

snap off the hand grips’ shaft. We always tell our people to grab green,
not black. Put your right hand under the elevation brake and your left hand
under the TU equilibrator.

Make sure the TU’s hand grips are in the
stowed position any time you’re not firing.
Otherwise, even a
bump could damage
the shaft

• Don’t force the TU into its

case. It’s a tight fit and you may
need help maneuvering the TU. If
you try to shove the TU in the
case, you can damage the handles.
Take your time!

Put one hand
under automatic
elevation
brake…

…and the other
under the TU
equilibrator

• Before operations, clean the

connectors with a toothbrush.
It takes just a few minutes and
can save you wasted time trying
to figure out why you’re getting
system faults.

WO1 Salvadore Mora
Ft Bragg, NC

Thanks, Mister Mora.
Excellent tips for ITAS
units to target!

Night Vision Devices, Sights…

removing and
drOpPing us
batTeries at the
DoOr is One SuRe
wAy to make sUrE
we stop ruining
sights and NVDs.

y’know, we’d
climb out of ‘em
on our own if we
could!

Dear Editor,
Each year, night vision devices (NVDs) and
small arms sights suffer thousands and
thousands of dollars of damage because
they’re stored with their batteries installed.
The batteries leak and the acid damages or
even ruins the NVDs and sights.
All this damage can be stopped with a
simple change to the turn-in procedure:

Problem solved,
corporal latour,
and so easy to do!
Thanks.

Put a box for the batteries where the
NVDs or sights are turned in, normally
the arms room. Have Soldiers remove the
batteries themselves. When they approach
the arms room, they should have the
NVD or sight in one hand and batteries
in the other. If they don’t, you know the
batteries haven’t been removed. Have the
Soldiers put the batteries in the box.
When everything has been turned in, the
batteries can be stored in the box itself.
			
			

PS 793

CPL Ryan Latour
Ft Hood, TX
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M249 Machine Gun…

Do I or do I Not Need
the Feed bOX suPport
improvement kit?

it all
depends on
YoUr I!

if the dovetail is
stamped with an “I”, you
don’t need the kit.

Does
your M249
machine gun
need a feed
box support
improvement
kit?

in fact, you

shouldn’t
install the
kit because
it will

it takes
just a glance
to tell.

damage
the dovetail
and destroy
the feed
box support
improvement
kit.

No “I”? You do
need the kit.

Contact TACOM’s Kevin Acel at (586) 282-1339/1273 or email:

kevin.p.acel.civ@mail.mil
Once you get the kit, install it like this…

1.

Ensure the U-bracket fits the dovetails snugly. If the bracket is loose,
adjust the dovetails for a firm fit. Don’t try to adjust the U-bracket.

2. Reinstall the U-bracket and brace.
3. Apply three drops of thread-sealing compound, NSN 8030-01-025-1692
or NSN 8030-01-499-3589, to the threads of the screw.
4. Install the hexagon head cap screw and lock washer.
5. Stake the hexagon head cap screw at the 3 o’clock position.

Feed
Box Kit
PMCS

PS 793

M249 gunners should check the feed box support improvement
kit screw for looseness during every PMCS. The screw can
work loose over time and fall out.

if the screw is loose or missing, turn the M249 in for repairs.
Small arms repairmen, fix a loose kit screw by removing the
hexagon head cap screw and cleaning it. Then follow the
procedure above for reinstalling the kit.
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Small Arms…

WHERe
are YoU
taKing
Us?!

I forgot to turn
you guys in after
exercises, but it’s
OK ‘cause I can drop
you off here in this
amnesty box!

Ammo aMNEstY boxes
cut the red tape for
turning in rounds yOu
forGot to turn in
while in the FieLd.

Here’s where
you can find
the plans
for making
approved
ammo amnesty
bOXes.

Dear Half-Mast,
Our Soldiers sometimes come back from exercises with unused rounds
they’ve forgotten to turn in. PS 704 (Jul 11) had an article on ammo
amnesty boxes that Soldiers could use for anonymous ammo turn-in. But,
unfortunately, the contact information in the article is no longer good. Is
there any way to get the boxes?
MSG R.B.
These are boxes for
the Ammunition and
Explosives Amnesty
Program in which small
arms ammo can be
turned in anonymously
for proper disposal.

What you’re
referring
to, master
sErgeAnt, are
non-standard
ammunition
peculiar
equipment (APE)
NSA 0640 and
0641 boxes.

PS 793

Both the NSA 0640 and
0641 have openings
large enough for ammo
as big as .50-cal rounds.
The containers securely
hold the ammo until it
can be collected.
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NSA 0640 and NSA 0641 are for anonymous ammo turn-in
The NSA 0640 looks like a
post office street mailbox,
weighs 130 pounds and measures
34.1 x 20.6 x 49.5 inches.

The NSA 0641 looks like a
smaller mailbox, weighs
50 pounds and measures
22.8 x 12 x 18.3 inches.

in 2011, you could pay the Defense
Ammunition Center to make the
boxes. Unfortunately, that’s not
the case now. but…
…detailed plans are
available for fabricating
the boxes locally.

Small Arms…

Get
SFL Pen
for
Touchups
T

ouching up areas
on weapons where
the finish has worn
off just got easier!

Go
to:

https://prod.jmc.army.mil/apems3_catalog/
index.aspx/index.aspx?area=resources

arGhh! I’ve
got a shiny
spot. I can’t
go out like
this!

Settle down,
fella. I’ve got
just the thing
to take care
of that.

Repairmen can now order a solid film lubricant
(SFL) paint pen dispenser with NSN 9150-01-6460099. The dispenser makes touching up nicks,
scratches and shiny spots a snap.

The
pen
costs
$33.

Small Arms…

I Don’t find YouR
serial Number iN the
property bOok. yOu
sure this is yOUr unit?
well, I did
have that MWO
done. I wonder
if that’s the
PROblem.

M

any arms rooms have the wrong weapons information listed in the
property book. This causes headaches for the armorer when it’s time
for inventory or turn-in.
Mistakes happen because
armorers read the serial
number incorrectly.
The usual mistake is adding the
date stamp or extra zeroes to
the serial number.

Serial number is on
left side of receiver

As an example, here’s how to
read the ID stamp on the left
side of an MK 19 receiver:

Line 1: Gun 40mm
Line 2: MK 19 MOD 3
Line 3: 10001 (CAGE code) and 3269400-M (part number)
Line 4: 12345 (four or five digit serial number) and
0196 (month and year of manufacture)
The serial number is 12345, not 123450196.
Note: Not all weapons list date of manufacture.
Line 5: US
Another mistake occurs when
a weapon goes through a modification
work order (MWO) and its
model number changes, which means
its NSN also changes.
For example, the basic model
MK 19 MOD 3 has an NSN of 1010-01-1269063. But when MWO 9-1010-230-50-1
added an adjustable sight bracket,
its NSN changed to 1010-01-490-9697.
So the NSN should have been changed in
the property book. But often it isn’t.
And then the problems start at
inventory or turn in.

don’t forget we
need to change my
NSN in the property
book since I had
that MWO done.

At the unit level,
updates are done
through GCSS-Army
using the Asset Action
Report (AAR).

How do you
update the
information?

This ensures the
weapon is identified
correctly at all
levels of the chain
of command.

M249
Machine
Gun…

when it comes
to instalLing mY
guide rod, think
3 and 9 o’clock!

S

oldiers are installing the M249 machine gun’s guide rod assembly wrong. Eventually,
that damages the receiver so much it must be replaced.
The guide rod has two pins. When
you install the guide rod, they should
9 o’clock
be at the 9 and 3 o’clock positions.
position
That way they lock the guide rod in
the rear of the M249.
But if you install the guide
rod with the pins at the 12 and 6
o’clock positions, the 6 o’clock pin
penetrates the receiver during firing.
So when you install the guide rod,
Pins must be at
always think 9 and 3.
3 and 9 o’clock
positions

PS 793
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Don’t have a fit
about it! Try this
JSGPM mask!

M40/M42 Masks, JSGPM…
My
mask
doesn’t
fit!

Mine
DOesn’t
EitheR!

The M40/M42 masks are designed to fit
all but the 10 percent of Soldiers who
have unusually small or large heads.

The joint service general purpose
masks (JSGPM) are designed to
fit all but 4 percent.

That 6 percent makes
a difference as more
and more units are
fielded JSGPMs.

Soldiers who couldn’t be fitted properly
with the M40/M42 and have been wearing the
M45 land warrior mask may be able to wear
the JSGPM.

GoOd neWs! The

M50 fits YoU. We
can turn in your
M45 mask.

So whenever units receive the
JSGPM they should make a
point of testing it on these
hard-to-fit Soldiers.

if the JSGPM fits, they should turn in the M45 .

PS 793
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how should CBRN specialists
check hard-to-fit Soldiers
for both the M40/M42 and
JSGPM?

No luck?

First do PMCS and make sure the mask is
fitted like it says in the M40/M42’s
TM 3-4240-346-23&P or the JSGPm’s
TM 3-4240-542-13&P.

Check TB 3-4240-341-23, which offers fitting solutions. it’s on the
LOGSA ETM site: https://liw.logsa.army.mil/etmapp/#/etm/search

But before worrying about getting a different mask, try these tips:

• Always use the M41 protection
assessment test system (PATS) to
test mask fit. Banana oil is much
less accurate and may flunk a mask
that actually does fit correctly.
Always use
PATS to test

• If a small mask is too big to create a good
seal, readjust and tighten the head harness,
then test with PATS again. Sometimes that’s
enough to do the trick. If it still flunks, make
sure the head harness snaps back when
stretched. Replace it if necessary.
No luck?
Readjust and
tighten head
harness and
test again

• Still no fit for the M40/M42? Try the M45
land warrior mask. It has an extra small
size, NSN 4240-01-447-6989, that might
do the trick. And the large M45, NSN
4240-01-447-6988, is slightly larger than
the M40/M42 large.
In addition, the M45 has interchangeable nose-cups in sizes XS, S, M, L, and
XL that can provide an even better fit.
See TM 3-4240-348-20&P.

if a Soldier must wear an M45 because the
M40/M42 doesn’t fit, he’s authorized by
TB 3-4240-341-23 to keep the M45 for the
rest of his active service.

If M40/M42
won’t fit, try
M45 mask

But, once again, remember
that a Soldier who couldn’t be
fitted with the M40/M42 may
be able to wear the JSGPM.

if a Soldier can’t be fitted with the JSGPM,
then his unit should contact the email below for help.
if all these tips fail for either the M40/M42, JSGPM, or
M45, it’s time to contact the individual Protection Team:

usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-masks@mail.mil

That’ll get
the experts on
the case!

I’m chiEF
reYes and
yOu can’t go
Wrong with
tHis tiP.

Dear Editor,
Crews for the Direct Support
Electrical Systems Test Set
(DSESTS) can save themselves
thousands of dollars and lots of
explaining with a simple check.
Before collapsing the DSESTS
van, make sure the Combined
Support Functions Module (CSFM)
is stored in the General Purpose
Interface Assembly (GPIA).
Crews often leave the CSFM
sitting on the van’s top shelf during
operations. But if they forget to
put it in the GPIA before collapsing
the van, they not only destroy the
CSFM (around $250K), but also the
wiring running along the van’s ceiling
and the shelf itself.
That’s not going to make anybody
happy, especially your
CO. Taking five seconds to make
sure the CSFM is in the GPIA is
all it takes to prevent that.
CW2 Antonio Reyes
Ft Hood, TX

Make sure CSFM is stored in GPIA before
collapsing van or you destroy…
…CSFM…

…wiring…

…and shelf

Editor’s note: Excellent tip, Chief
Reyes. An easy way to remember
this is to imagine explaining to
your commander that you forgot.

PS 793
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The Anatomy of a
Proper PMCS
Preventive maintenance
checks and services are
vital to keeping your
equipment fully mission
capable.

PMCS includes care, inspection, detection and services that allow you to
catch minor faults before they become major problems.
with PMCS

without pmcs

if I hadn’t been doing

pmcs, I wouldn’t have
noticed this leak!

PS 793
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What looks like
a tiny issue could
actually be…

And, once a small problem
becomes a large problem…

…the difference between a piece
of equipment being fully mission
capable or non-mission capable.

…it’s too late to prevent equipment damage,
equipment failure or Soldier injuries.

I better get this
door to the paint
shack before that
corrosion gets
out of hand.

Hey,
Weaver,
thanks for
helping me
with this!

PS 793

where

are you
taking
me?!

28

you’re goin’ to
the paint shop
so you won’t
cause any more
problems!
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PMCS also
allows units…

…to anticipate
maintenance
requirements!

Then leaders can account for and tackle any maintenance issues
before they cause problems.

Proper PMCS
has a lot of
moving parts,
from the unit
commander all
the way down
to the Soldier
who’s turning
the wrench.
There are also
a few crucial
documents
that ensure
a successful
command
maintenance
program…

• Equipment technical manuals (TM)
• DA Form 5988-E Equipment and
Maintenance Inspection Form

• DA Form 2404 Equipment and

Maintenance Inspection Worksheet

your equipment’s TMs
are the -10 and -20
pubs that outline the
maintenance category
and maintenance
procedures you’ll
perform during PMCS.

Never perform
PMCS without
your tm!

I got
everything I
need to get
going on
this PMCS.

come
bacK!

yeah! You
shouldn’t
do this
without
us!

Thanks for
the reminder.
I’d be lost
without you!

smaller equipment
can have upwards
of 20 steps in
their tM. and when
you’re working on
something bigger…

…Even if you
think you’ve
memorized all
of the steps…

PS 793
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… it’s easy
to overlook
something
that could
later cost
your unit
time, money
and lives.

Hey, wait!
You forgot
about me!

The
smartest
way to do
PMCS is
to always
follow
the TM
steps.

During PMCS, you’ll identify:

• if your equipment has any

type of fault or deficiency.

• the cause of the fault or
deficiency.

• the requirements to repair
the fault or deficiency.

• the equipment’s maintenance
allocation chart (MAC) repair
category.

• the required parts to repair
the fault or deficiency.

To document PMCS
you’ll use either a
DA Form 5988-E
or
DA Form 2404.
These forms
include:

• equipment data.
• service due date.
• requested parts.
• maintenance
faults.

this should
become yoUR
best Friend!

what do all
those maintenance
fault symbols
mean?

The maintenance
faults section
of the TM is the
most important.

in the
maintenance
faults
section, you’ll
see a series of
symbols.

Each symbol
means something
and each one is
worth paying
attention to. Here’s
a guideline…

that’s a good
question. Keep
reading!

That’s where
you’ll find
previously
identified
problems and
add any other
problems you
find during
PMCS.

X: Equipment is not FMC
X : Indicates a deficiency.
However, equipment may
be operable under specific
limitations as directed by the
commander until corrective
action is accomplished.
/: Indicates a material defe
ct
other than a deficiency that
needs correction to make
the
item completely serviceable.
- : Inspection, check or MWO
is
due, but not accomplished.
Initials: Indicate when an item
has been corrected or verif
ied.
The mechanic initials correcte
d
faults, the motor sergeant
initials the after review form
and
the commander initials the
limited
operations entry.

• all faults are identified using
the PMCS tables.

The -10 and -20
maintenance standard
requires that…

• on-hand parts are installed

and maintenance is complet
e.

• necessary parts are
requisitioned.

• a work request is submitted
•
•
•

for higher maintenance
actions.
all services are performed
all modification work orders
(MWO) are applied.
all basic issue items (BII)/
components of end items
(COEI) are on-hand and
serviceable or requisitioned.

you’re

it’s gOod to
Know you’ve
GOt mY bacK!

FMC and
GoOd
to go!

With so many
people involved
and things to
keep track of,
you might start
to wonder whose
responsibility
PMCS is.

PS 793
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The short
answer is, it’s
everybody’s.
The only way
to operate
a successful
command
maintenance
program is if

everyone

from the top
down does
their part.

Bn CDR
Bn Maint Ofc
Co CDR
Equipment
Specialists Motor SGT
(Small Arms,
CBRNE,
Mechanics
Commo)

Supply SGT

Operators

…and a positive
impact on the
Army’s overall
readiness.

Solid PMCS will have a positive
impact on your unit’s readiness…

you
ready,
buddy?

I am
now!

operational readiness
readiness is
is its
its own
own reward.
reward.
operational
PS 793
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CH-47F…

ugh! I’m sweatin’
like crazy under
here!

only one of
these covers
provides
high vapor
transfer
rates!

Covers
Protect
Against

can you guesS
whiCH one?

I’m
ready
to gO!

CORROSION
re m ov al
on e co ve r r…
la te

Mechanics, when fighting to protect your Chinook from the onslaught of
corrosion, you need all the tools you can get!

Aircraft covers are a
necessary part of your
aircraft protection
arsenal. Sure, they’re
hard to use. But without
them, your aircraft is
vulnerable.
The Chinook aircraft
covers have high vapor
transfer rates and
shielding properties that
provide environmental and
corrosion protection. That
means there’s no sweating
under the covers that
creates an environment
for corrosion.

if yo u
ne ed new
de r
covers, or e
w it h th es h
NS N s th ro ug
th e su pp ly
sy st em :

PS 793

Item

NSN 1730-

PN

Cover, aircraft ground
Cover, fwd rotor hub
Cover, aircraft ground
Cover, aft rotor hub
Cover, set
Cover, aircraft ground
Cover, aircraft ground
Cover, aircraft ground
M130 flare cover, right-hand
Cover, aircraft ground
Cover, console set
Cover, aircraft ground
Cover, aircraft ground
Cover, aircraft engine
Cover, aircraft engine

01-593-9707
01-593-9690
01-593-9716
01-593-9723
01-593-9684
01-593-9711
01-593-9702
01-593-9729
01-594-2207
01-593-9515
01-593-9662
01-593-9697
01-593-9736
01-593-9359
01-593-9488

CH-47-202
CH-47-063
CH-47-068
CH-47-064
CH-47-067
CH-47-075
CH-47-076
CH-47-073
CH-47-074
CH-47-150
CH-47-127
CH-47-124
CH-47-128
CH-47-060
CH-47-059
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H-60 Series…
let’s get
this show on
the road!

I’m
tethered
and ready
to go!

Mechanics, aviation safety message H-60-17-ASAM-07
outlined a hoist rescue mission where the personal
restraint tether system inadvertently detached from
the crew specific part.

Crew specific part (CSP)

Parachute harness quick-ejector snap
Personal restraint
tether (PRT)

Current configuration allows PRT to detach from CSP…

PS 793
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After an investigation, PM Air Warrior
determined that dynamic rollout caused the
PRT parachute harness quick-ejector snap
to release from the CSP.

The ejector snap and CSP
got twisted or snagged
on another piece of
equipment.

…follow this ASAM setup to prevent dynamic rollout
Crew
specific
part
(CSP)

Lockable
carabiner KN-31
rating or higher

Oval steel
screw link
(9mm)

Place three (3) wraps of 0.040 inch safety wire
around the ejector snap quick release tab
Parachute harness quick-ejector snap

Personal restraint
tether (PRT)

Check out the ASAM message for more details.
also, As a result of the ASAM, PM Air
Warrior developed and is issuing units new
personal restraint tethers for free.

Units will receive one

PRT for each non-rated
crewmember.

New PRT can be
set up with…

… or without
carabiner in
middle

To help the headshed build a contact list for
distribution, provide the following information:

Unit POC (name, phone number and email)
ALSE Shop POC (name, phone number and email)
Unit DODAAC
Email the info to:
Unit Shipping Address

tracy.d.hicks.civ@mail.mil

be on the
lOokout for
New PrTs!
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M230 Automatic Gun…

ah, this is
the Good
Life!

you said it! I can’t believe the
army is ok with so many of us
m230s hanging out together!

You
shouldn’t
believe it.
we’re not ok
with it.

Units are
allowed
only one
spare
M230.

as for The rest
of you, I have your
travel orders!
Let’s get moving!

Operators, the TACOM
headshed says that each Attack
Reconnaissance Battalion and
cavalry squadron is allowed
only one spare M230 chain gun
at the unit level.

You won’t find the gun’s

LIN listed on the modified
table of organization
equipment (MTOE) .
instead, the gun will show
as an associated LIN to the
aircraft.
it’s difficult to determine
a yearly repair strategy
because of budget
restrictions.
However, when repair is
possible, first priority
goes to guns in support of
downrange missions.
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Use these turn-in procedures for
your unserviceable M230 guns…

1. Turn in the gun as a field turn-in

excess (FTE). Email a copy of the
turn-in document to the item
manager, Frances Cash, at:

frances.z.cash.civ@mail.mil

2. If you need a replacement gun,

3.
Be aware that
your request
document number
in PBUSE and
GCsS-Army may
be rejected.

Do not try to
correct this!

NSN 1005-01-392-8598, use normal
PBUSE/GCSS-Army requisitioning
procedures. The M230 is a Class VII
item. So any requisitions ordered
through Class IX will be rejected.
Once the turn-in is documented
and a replacement ordered, email
the PBUSE/GCSS-Army document
number to Frances Cash along
with a ‘ship to’ address, POC and
commercial phone number. Major
items cannot be shipped without this
information and will cause delays.

The rejection is usually due to not tracking a shortage
beLow MTOE authorization. All “floater” requests will be
rejected since this is above your authorization.
if this happens with your order, the item manager will
verify and validate authorized assets against the unit’s
actual on-hand quantities.
When the validation is complete, the material release
order (MRO) will be reinstated (if a shortage exists)
using a TACOM document number (if applicable).
You’ll be notified by email.
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there’s nothing
more frustrating
than finding a
problem with some
equipment and
wanting to get it
fixed immediately!

I can think
of one thing:
soldiers
using the
wrong form
to report the
problem!

always use
the right form
for the right
problem.
the 2028
takes care of
TM problems…
…and the

SF 368

takes care
of defective
equipment or
incorrect
replacement
parts.

in cases like this,
the DA Form 2028,
Recommended Changes to
Publications and Blank Forms,
is the convenient avenue for
maintainers to write up design
problems or ask questions
about broken equipment.

SF 368

Problem is, that isn’t what the
2028 is designed to do.
if you use the 2028 to report
anything outside of problems
with the technical manual (TM),
the equipment headshed
can’t help.
if you want help with problems
related to a defective or
incorrect replacement part,
an SF 368, Product Quality
Deficiency Report (PQDR) is the
way to go.

PQDR’s notify the
equipment’s item manager
when systemic faults occur
so they can investigate and
determine the cause.
Submit all Army PQDRs at:

https://www.pdrep.csd.disa.mil/
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There are other avenues
of help, too.
Your Qualitiy Control (QC)
Department can assist with many
issues. And if equipment is still
under warranty, the original
equipment manufacturer (OEM) can
usually fix the problem.
But if you have a specific problem
with the TM, such as an improvement
to a procedure or Repair Parts and
Special Tools List (RPSTL) issue,
the DA Form 2028 is the way to go.
And be sure to include the specific
information needed on the form.
if you want to correct TM errors,
suggest new procedures, change an
illustration or fix information in
a table, the 2028 provides rOom
to fill out the:
• item number • line number
• task
• system/subsystem
• page
• fig
• para
• table number

DA Form 2028

For Apache interactive IETMs,
include the tail number.
Also,
attaching
a PDF of
the WP or
illustration
can be helpful
to those
assigned to
research
the 2028
submission.

in the comments section of the 2028,
be specific about the issue you’re facing
and why corrective change is necessary.

it’s also
helpful
to provide
photos that
give more
detail.

Remember
to correctly
state the
work package
number and
the title of
the affected
manual.
follow
your unit’s
SOP when
submitting
these forms.

You’ll find info on where and how to send 2028 s on
Pages 58-59 of ps 7 7 9 (Oct 1 7):

https://www.logsa.army.mil/web2/archive/PS2017/779/779-58-59.pdf
And check out page 53 for changes on how to submit TACOM 2028 s.

RQ-7B Shadow…

uh-oh!

ohhhh…
my achin’
propElLer…
OW!

ou Ch!

RQ -7 B

Sh ad ow
Un m an ne d
Sy st em
Ai rc ra ft
el le rs
(U AS ) pr opke a
can’t ta
d ke ep
li ck in g an g!
on ti ck in

That’s because when a Shadow lands on an unimproved
runway, its tail hook strikes and drags on the ground.
Rocks, dirt and other debris get thrown against the
propeller. Since it’s made of wood with a rubberized
coating, the propeller can’t shake off the damage.

Rocks, dirt and debris can damage rubberized propeller

The quick and
easy solution is
to land only on
paved runways.
Unfortunately,
that’s not always
possible.

A turnaround/
air vehicle (AV)
post flight
inspection is
required after
every landing.

After
that, the
propeller
sometimes
has to be
replaced.

Follow the instructions in
TM 1-1550-689-23&P (V1) or
TM 1-1550-1689-23&P (V2).
The AV special inspection
work package for twobladed propeller leading
edge damage is a great
source of information
to help determine when
the propeller should be
replaced.

it’s even more
important after
landing on an
unapproved
runway.

Caterpillar Equipment…

Operators and mechanics,
if you need extra help with
your Caterpillar military
electronic technician (ET)
link or would like to
request additional training,
keep these points of
contact handy:

• For truck engines, marine

propulsion, transmissions,
industrial engines, trim files,
and military ET, email Pat
Bowen at:
bowen_pat_c@cat.com
• For construction equipment,
email Greg Costley at:
costley_gregory_e@cat.com
• For generator sets, email
Mike Weiland at:
weiland_michael_d@cat.com

Cat Engine/Military ET Training

Training is available for an additional cost. For more information, go to:
http://www.cat.com/en_US/by-industry/governmental-defense/
military-trainingschedule.html
For training help, email Dave Shipley at: shipley_dave_l@cat.com
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D7R II Dozer…

Check those
stabilizer link
bolts now…

…and get
any broken
ones
replaced!

operators, take a minute to eyeball the condition of the Grade 5 mounting bolts on your

D7R II dozer’s stabilizer link.
See a busted bolt? Your maintenance tech can have it replaced at no cost by contacting
a local CAT dealer. Find yours by searching at:
https://www.cat.com/en_US/support/dealer-locator.html
The dealer will replace the left- and
Check for
right-hand mounting bolts with a Grade-8
broken stabilizer
bolt, NSN 5306-01-580-2030, and torque
link bolts on
the dozer’s
it to 430 lb-ft.
roadside and
This warranty repair is only available
curbside.
to dozers with serial numbers KNA01530
through KNA01733. Use CAT service
letter PS45607 to schedule the repair.
All travel and mileage costs are
covered by Caterpillar, too. If there are
any problems, have your local dealer
contact the CAT Corporation’s Greg
Costley at (309) 578-3295 or by email
at: costley_gregory_e@cat.com
The last day to have this free service repair is 30 Sep 2019.
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D7R II Dozer…
No brake,
no neutral,
no start.

Don’t Make a
Parking Brake

Easy as
that.

Mistake!
Operators, it’s a real easy mistake to make: You

hop in the cab and start cranking on the engine
starter, but your D7R II dozer doesn’t start and
you’re going nowhere.
And guess what? You can try all day long—or
at least until the battery goes dry or the starter
burns out—but unless you engage the parking
brake and the transmission control switch is in
neutral, that dozer ain’t startin’!
If this happens to you, make the parking brake
and transmission control switch your first check. It
just might make for a much less stressful day.

Engage parking brake with transmission
control switch in neutral before starting

D7R II Dozer…

Operators, the

D 7R II ’s messenger

Make sure you
write down any
error codes at
start up.

display provides a
service code menu
to help diagnose
vehicle system
malfunctions.

So after start up,
make a point to jot
down any error code
numbers that pop up.
Then tell Field
maintenance so they
can make a proper
diagnosis.
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Using the right
amount of hearing
protection can
prevent noise induced
hearing loss!

but how
much hearing
protection
should
you use?

it depends
on the type of
weapons or
equipment you’re
operating.

The two most common types of noise hazards you’ll encounter are:

steady
state

Steady state

noises are
continuous sounds above
85 decibels that last for
extended periods of time.

or

impulse/
impact.

Steady state noises are
caused by certain types
of equipment, including
generators, wheeled and
tracked vehicles and aircraft.

impulse/impact

noises are high-level,
short-duration noises
measured as peak
pressure decibels (dBP).
impulse or impact
noises are caused by
weapons fire, artillery
and explosions.

You must wear hearing protection when exposed to steady state noise
above 85dB or impulse/impact noise above 140dB.
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if you’re riding in a HMMWV or firing
a rifle or handgun, you’re usually
fine with ear plugs or noise muffs.

Steady state noise requires one form of
hearing protection
Not sure how
much hearing
protection
your operating
environment
calls for?

Some vehicles, aircraft and weapon
systems require double hearing
protection. That means a combination
of ear plugs and noise muffs.

Some environments require double protection

Your operator’s manual will indicate the
level of protection required or you can
consult DA Pam 40-501, Army Hearing Program.
Work with your post hearing program manager
or unit hearing program officer to determine
the proper level of hearing protection.

Need a copy of DA Pam 40-501? Get it here:
http://armypubs.army.mil/epubs/DR_pubs/DR_a/pdf/web/p40_501.pdf

New JECP SKI TM
TM 3-6665-431-13&P for the Joint Expeditionary Collection Protection (JECP) Family of
Systems (FoS) is now available. It covers the Structure Kit-Improved (SKI), which is a standalone protection shelter designed to be used in a chemical, biological, radiological (CBR)
environment for Rest and Relief (R2) and Command and Control (C2). The SKI can also
be actively connected to other SKI systems. The TM covers SKI NSNs 4240-01-652-3174,
-3185, -3176 and -3182. Distribution is restricted, so you’ll need to log in to the Logistics
Information Warehouse with your CAC at: https://liw.logsa.army.mil/
Then choose the “ETM/IETM” icon and search for the TM.

Army Training Devices Catalog
The Program Executive Office for Simulation, Training and Instrumentation (PEO STRI)
published the PEO STRI Index and Description of Army Training Devices Catalog (Mar 18). It
gives an overview of available Army-wide training devices. It replaced DA Pam 350-9, Index
and Description of Army Training Devices (May 10). The catalog is available on AKO. You’ll
need to sign in with your CAC. Go to:
https://www.ako1.us.army.mil/suite/files/49994342

Publications…
keep your
Combat skiLls
ShArP with this
hAnDY GTA!

Graphic
training aid (GTA) 0 7-71-001, Combat Skills for Small Unit
Leaders (Apr 18), is a pocket-sized quick reference guide.

Click on Sign in to the
Central Army Registry (CAR)
and sign in with your CAC. Click
the Product Type dropdown in
the left-hand column.
Scroll down and click on
GTA-Graphic Training Aid.
On the next screen,
click Start New Search
and type in GTA 0 7-71-001.
Click Search the CAR.

The GTA covers everything
from weapon status and
ranges to navigation,
hand and arm signals,
radio operations, MOPP
procedures, camouflage
and much more.
To get it, visit:

http://www.train.army.mil/

CVC Helmet Shell NSN Updates
If you’ve tried to order a combat vehicle crewman (CVC) helmet shell with NSN 847001-389-3815 (small) or 8470-01-389-3821 (large), you’ve likely run into the brick wall of
acquisition advice codes V and Y. That’s because the small CVC helmet shell has been
replaced by a medium shell, NSN 8470-01-631-7990, and the large shell is now NSN 847001-631-7993. Make a note of these changes.
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Sorry, bud,
but I can’t
find the
installation
instructions
to add that
radio.

Try the
manufacturer.
Sometimes they
have ‘em when the
Army doesn’t.

Dear Half-Mast,
I need to mount an RT-1694D in an M1165A1 HMMWV. I’ve searched for a
TB without any luck. I’ve installed multiple SINCGARS and Blue Force Tracker
vehicular systems, and they all have TBs with installation instructions.
Where’s the TB showing the correct mounting locations and other info for
the RT-1694D vehicular mounting kits?
								 SGT P.J.

RT-1694D is
part of the
high-frequency
radio set
AN/VRC-104(V)6,
NSN 5820-01575-9305.
Unfortunately,
sergeant,
there’s no
Army TB for

AN/VRC-104(V)6
installation in
the M1165A1.

No worries,
though.
installation
instructions are
found in Harris
publication
#10515-03884500.

Get a copy of this or other
Harris pubs by going to:

https://tcpremier.harris.com
Once you register for product
support, you’ll have access to
Harris TMs, software, firmware
and training documents.
You’ll also get access to product
services where Returned Material
Authorizations (RMAs) are issued. Then,
if needed, you can send equipment back
to Harris for factory repair.
You’ll also get warranty info, videos
on hold-up battery replacement,
firmware upgrades and Type-1
re-initialization of your radios.
Once your account is active, you
can find the manuals or materials
you need and download ‘em at
your convenience.

Make a note: the MK-3473/VRC installation kit, NSN 5895-01-656-9515,
has the brackets and miscellaneous items required for the
AN/VRC-104(V)6 installation in the M1165A1 .
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Uh-Oh…
loOks liKe
Rain!

Dear Editor,
When stationed in Hawaii as
a CECOM LAR, I saw numerous
equipment issues caused by
moisture. Satellite transportable
terminals (STTs) were especially
affected.
After I came back to CONUS, I
saw a white cover fully engulfing
an STT. It fit as if it were part
of the original fielded equipment.
Since it was the first time I ever
saw this cover, I hunted down more
information about it.
I thought this pre-made
weatherproof cover could also
benefit units back in Hawaii by
protecting their STTs, so I spread
the word.
Although STT covers were
eventually assigned NSNs, which
have been available for about a
year, I think only those who are
lucky enough to be stationed in
Hawaii are aware of them.
The cover gives STT components
protection from the elements.
Using a cover helps reduce issues
caused by water, dust and UV light.
STT covers have the potential
to save thousands of dollars in
damaged equipment, hours of down
time and could possibly extend
the life of existing equipment by
reducing exposure.

we’re
on it,
buDdy!

C’mon, gUYs,
let’s get the
COVer!

Cover protects STT from
moisture, UV rays, dust and wind

The cover for STT versions AN/TSC-167, -185, and -202 is NSN 2590-01-6598520. The AN/TSC-208’s cover is NSN 5895-01-660-1672.
Can you help me spread the word?
Jeffery J. Curley
Ft Hood, TX

Editor’s Note: We just did, Sir! The Army’s STT subject matter experts agree
these covers are a smart bet. They were custom-made for the STTs WIN-T
Increments 1 and 2 to protect them from the elements. Units, plenty of covers
are still available, but that may change if there’s a run on ’em!

Get the lateST
Pm Word bY
following
or JoiniNG us
ONLinE!

Download the PS mobile app at the Android and Apple stores: do a search
for P.S. Magazine.
Read PS online at:
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/pshome.cfm
Follow PS on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/armypsmagazine/
Follow PS Magazine/Half-Mast on Twitter:
https://twitter.com/USArmyPSMag
Email: usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.psmag@mail.mil
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Publications…
with JCR you can track the
locations of friendly forces,
plot enemy locations and
exchange C2 messages, all
while you’re in your vehicle.

The Center for Army Lessons
Learned (CALL) has released
Mission Command Systems
Integration (Mar 18).

The handbook is for
operators of the mission
command systems and
digital staff.

Mission command systems covered include:

• Command Post of the Future (CPOF)
• Advanced Field Artillery Tactical Data System
(AFATDS)

• Air and Missile Defense Workstation (AMDWS)
• Distributed Common Ground System-Army
(DCGS-A)

• Global Command and Control System (GCCS)Army/Joint

• Force XXI Battle Command Brigade and Below
(FBCB2)/Joint Capabilities Release (JCR)

it also covers the following, which are
not mission command systems but share
information with them:

• Tactical Ground Reporting System (TIGR)
• FalconView
• Global Combat Support System-Army
(GCSS-Army)

This publication is restricted. To view or
download handbook No. 18-12 or other CALL
products, get your CAC and visit:

https://call2.army.mil/
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you gotta send me
in? you always had
some choices, but now
there are changes to
those choices!

you can stiLl send me
online, through email,
faxed and through the
gOod Ol’ Postal Service…
but things are a little
different now!

On Pages 58-59 of PS 7 79 (Oct 1 7),
we told you where to submit a
DA Form 2028 to update TMs with
incorrect part numbers or offer
advice on better procedures.

Since then,

TACOM
made some
changes to
the process.

if you need to submit a DA Form 2028 to TACOM,
use one of the following methods…
The preferred and quickest way is through the
TULSA DA Form 2028 website:

https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/da2028/da2028.cfm
You can also email a completed DA Form 2028 in
PDF format to the EPCO at:

usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-tech-pubs@mail.mil
Download the
form from:
Mail a completed
DA Form 2028 to:

https://armypubs.army.mil/
ProductMaps/PubForm/DAForm.aspx
Fax a completed DA Form 2028 to:
DSN 786-1856 or (586)-282-1856

U.S. Army Tank-automotive and
Armaments Command
ATTN: AMSTA-LCL-IMP/Tech Pubs
MS #727; 6501 E. 11 Mile Road
Warren MI 48397-5000
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Questions about the
new procedures?
Send an email to:

usarmy.detroit.tacom.
mbx.ilsc-tech-pubs@
mail.mil
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Packaging…

You guys
ready for
your trip?

No! You can’t
ship us in an
envelope.
we need more
protection
than this.

Don’t use that
envelope to ship those
cards, specialist. Use
a fast pack instead.
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Fast packs
are prefabricated,
cushioned
containers
that
provide
excellent
protection
for shipped
items.

Use fast packs to ship
delicate items that are likely
to get damaged during the
trip, like these circuit cards
which could fall prey to an
electrostatic discharge (ESD) .

Fast packs
are also
easy to use,
reusable
and
inexpensive.

Here’s a guide to help you
determine which type of
fast pack works best for
what you need to ship…
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A fast pack is the best
way to make sure your
shipped items make it to
their destination
in one piece.

Whew, that was
close! Thanks,
Fastpacktastic
Speeder!

Well, I guess a
fast pack is the way
to go then. I’ll
grab one out of
the storage room.
Be right back.

Sounds like duty
calls. I’m off like
a light switch.

All in a
day’s work.
Hey you can’t
ship us in this
old shoe box!

Halp!

there he
goes! we’re
lucky to
have him!

Read more about fast packs and other shipping methods in the
LOGSA PSCC’s Packaging: The Basics. Download a copy here:

https://liw.logsa.army.mil/res/documents/Packaging_The_Basics_JAN_2018_sml.pdf
And for fast pack NSNs, check out pages 27-31 of PS 752 (Jul 15):
https://www.logsa.army.mil/web2/archive/PS2015/752/752-27-31.pdf

GCSSArmy…
Sweet! What can
I use it for?

You, your Automatic Identification Technology handheld and the GCSS-Army AIT menu on your desktop
make a great team during warehouse operations.
Use your AIT handheld to:

• post goods receipts.
• perform a post goods issue.
• query your stock.
•post customer receipts.

•
•
•

post inventory counts.
confirm the cross-dock transfer order.
confirm transfer orders to the
warehouse bin.

When you’re using the GCSS-Army AIT portal, keep these Transaction Codes in mind…

MIGO:

Processes a material document change. Use this transaction to
post found on installation items (FOIs) Condition Code Changes
(309) and processing documents.

VL06i:

Shows a list of inbound deliveries awaiting Post Goods Receipt
(PGR) at either customer or SSA level.

ZMB59:

ZPROSTAT:

VL02N:

Conducting
a stock
overview?
Use these
T -Codes:

List of Material Documents posted. These reflect actual inventory
differences at the IM level, not the warehouse (bin) level. There
are movement types for every change to inventory completed.
Shows a list of Purchase Orders/Stock Transport Orders (POs/
STOs) created in the system. This report can also be used to
create a reconciliation report in wave 1 for customers. Report
displays both open and closed orders.
Changes an Outbound Delivery. You can also perform a
Post Goods Issue (PGI) using this transaction code.

MMBE:

Allows you to view on-hand (O/H) balance for a material
by storage location/material requirements planning area
(SLOC/MRP area). It also allows you to view at both the
IM- and WM- levels.

LS26:

View a material stock situation by warehouse, storage
type or bin.

LS24:

View a material stock situation at the warehouse
bin level.

Wow, this
little guy
really is
useful!

You can also use the
AIT or AIT desktop
to manage your bin
locations.

C’mon AIT,
we have a
warehouse
to manage!

Use them to:

• create a storage bin
• print a bin label
• perform a bin-to-bin
transfer

• block or unblock
a bin.

Need more GCSS-Army advice? Check out
the graphic training aids available here:

https://gcss.army.mil/Training/GTA

the smart wireless
internaL comBustion
eNGine SpirAl 3
diagnostic test
equipment helps
mechanics detect,
isolate and repair
ICE systems and
subsystems.

and I
loOk good
doing it!

The SWICE SP 3 connects with the Maintenance Support Device version 3 (MSD-V3)

and the equipment tested to perform standard voltage, current, resistance, pressure and
rpms and capture digital diagnostic data.
A course on using the SWICE SP 3 is offered through milUniversity:
https://www.milsuite.mil/university/msd-training-class/courses/smart-wirelessinternal-combustion-engine-swice-sp3-net-course/
You’ll need your CAC to register.
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TM Confuses HMMWV Tow Bar Bracket
with Spring Tension Washer
A misprint in Fig 209 of TM 9-2320-387-13&P in IETM
EM 0323 (Mar 14) may cause confusion if ordering
HMMWV replacement tow bar brackets. Items 15
and 16 are transposed. The tow bar brackets, NSN
2540-01-599-0075, should be labeled as Item 15 while
Item 16 is the spring tension washer, NSN 5310-00595-7486.

Order
Order Right
Right
M113
M113 FOV
FOV Oil
Oil Filter!
Filter!
When ordering a new oil filter for the M113 FOV’s
6V53 engine, always use NSN 2940-01-633-3432
(PN PH3612). It replaces NSN 2940-01-197-7106
(PN FL804FP), which is shown as Item 9 in Fig 24
of TM 9-2815-205-24P. The old oil filter has a high
rate of failure that can lead to engine fires. Make
a note until the TM is updated.

Order correct oil filter
with NSN 2940-01-633-3432

HEMTT Load Test
Guidance

M149A2 Trailer
Landing Leg NSN

Get crane load test instructions for the
HEMTT A0 in TM 9-2320-279-14&P in IETM
EM 0290 (Jun 09) and for the HEMTT A2 in
TM 9-2320-325-14&P in IETM EM 0289 (May
09). Refer to TM 9-2320-326-13&P in IETM
EM 0288 (Dec 15) for the HEMTT A4 fleet. In
each IETM, look for “Load Test Procedures
for Grove M977, Grove M984A, and Grove
M985 Cranes.”

Items 1 and 27 in Fig 16 of TM 9-2330-26713&P are reversed. Item 1 should be the
complete landing leg described as “Support
Retractable,” NSN 2590-01-183-6816. This
NSN brings an assembly that includes Items
1–34. Item 27 should be “Leg Semitrailer
Ret,” NSN 2590-01-254-6554, which is a
down part to the landing leg. Make a note
until the TM is updated.

H-60 Series Unserviceable Rig Connecting Links Needed
The supply system is in critical need of unserviceable rig connecting links, NSN 3040-01-1971745 (PN 70400-08110-060), for the H-60 Series. Turn in this needed asset as they become
available. The part is needed now for a repair program. Without turn-ins, you might not get
the repaired part you need for your helicopter later.
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Mobile App for Recovery
Operations

mep-805b 30-kw fuel
injection pump

The direct recovery operations (DRO) mobile
app is now available. It calculates resistances
such as mire factors and accurate fall line
force (FLF). It also provides the automatic
mechanical advantage adjustment if the
FLF exceeds the recovery vehicle’s winch
capacity. And the app calculates the weights
of more than 200 vehicles. Download the
app for your Android and Apple devices
at the Google Play Store and Apple Store.
Search for Direct Recovery Operation.

Order a new fuel injection pump for
the MEP-805B 30-kW generator with
NSN 2910-01-476-8668 (PN RE505411).
It replaces the pump shown as Item 4
(PN RE67563) in Fig 1 of TM 9-2815-25924P (Nov 00). Make a note until the next
TM update.

Bulk Tie-Down Cord
Replacing frayed or broken cargo cover tiedown cord is a lot cheaper when you order
it in bulk with NSN 4020-01-545-0772. That
NSN brings a 200-ft roll of 3/8-in elastic cord
for about $61.

PSCC Helps with
Transporting HAZMAT
Turn to LOGSA’s Packaging, Storage, and
Containerization Center (PSCC) if you need
help when transporting HAZMAT. PSCC
provides advice on HAZMAT packaging
and handling. Call PSCC for help:
(570) 615-7756 or DSN 795-7144
Or send them an email:
usarmy.tyad.usamc.mbx.pt@mail.mil

ECU Systems Turn-in from Germany/OCONUS
On Page 51 of PS 787 (Jun 18), we alerted you to the OCONUS ban of R22 refrigerant in
Environmental Control Unit (ECU) systems. An important update is that units in Germany/
OCONUS should only send inoperable ECU systems to Tobyhanna Army Depot (TYAD). Don’t
open any ECU systems containing R22. Instead, ship them to:
TYAD: RIC: BY6 PLANT: 7000 DODAAC: W25G1W
XR W1BG UEF DIST DEPOT TOBYHANNA
MYERS AND SECOND STREETS
WAREHOUSE 2 BAY 1
TOBYHANNA, PA 18466-5059
Forward a copy of all shipping documents prior to shipment to:
sydney.w.mapp3.civ@mail.mil
Questions? Contact Fran Munley at (570) 615-7344, email: francis.munley@dla.mil
Or Joseph Malloy at (570) 615-7917, email: joseph.malloy@dla.mil

FSC-2 NSN Correction
On Page 54 of PS 789 (Aug 18), the FSC-2 NSN is missing a digit. It should be 7360-01-496-2112.
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